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LATEST RELEASE

15th International Brigade, British Battalion flags : Paper sheet with three

textured historical flags. Available at 1:100th , 1:72nd  and 1:56th  scales

simultaneously!
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1:72 scale (20mm) Militia Female casualties:  Greens were completed some

weeks ago and are in foundry now. We expect to release them in the first half of

July . Set will comprise four wounded/dead Militia girls in bag with headcard. Stay

tuned!
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1/72 scale Wine Cellar . Already available for pre-order!

11th International Brigade flags: Paper sheet with three textured historical flags

belonging to this SCW unit, also known as Thälmann Brigade . Already printed and

awaiting release!

WHAT ELSE ON WORKBENCHES

1/600 scale Spanish galleon:  This

long lasting project is finally about to
reach to an end. Hull is finished, and

mast & sails sets are close to

completion too. I'm quite happy with

design results, as well as excited and

optimistic at the prospective of

releasing it soon.
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1:600 scale 17th century Naval
Ensigns:  Optimistic enough, as said,

for starting to forecast some due

complements to the upcoming naval

range: naval ensigns, mast flags and

pennants of several countries

--starting with the Spanish Peninsula

ones first, but the rest of major naval

powers of that time too. Suggestions

warmly welcome!

AWAITING THEIR CHANCE

1/72 scale L3/33 Carro Veloce
tankette,  and 1/144 scale Breguet

XIX light bomber:  Both models are

just awaiting to be brought to moulds

and tooled. I must avoid the temptation

to crowd projects, but to develop and

release the one after the other. Rather

than a matter of choice, it's a matter of

wisdom –especially if having into

account the limited budget at hand!

1/72 and 1/100 Harley Davidson
Flathead:  Designing process is

already over. In the next weeks we'll 3D

print them and continue creation

process.

I guess this will still take some time

before any substantial progress can be

shown. We're probably going to make

some resin copies, before ultimately

bringing them into white metal. I'll keep

you informed.

Updated PDF Catalogue
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Welcome to Minairons eNews , a periodical tool devised by us to help our customers

and friends to be properly informed about eventual novelties and sales, or the

general state of the thing in our HQ.

You are being delivered this e-mail because of having contacted Minairons

Miniatures as a customer before. If agreeing to keep being delivered this, you can

expect one monthly e-mail as a norm --rarely a higher frequency.

Otherwise, if unwilling to receive such e-mails anymore, please use the

unsubscribing link provided at this message footer, or let us know to

newsletter@minairons.eu.
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